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Abstract 
 

In this work, we introduce a model which 
transforms a problem based on chance problem 
into perfect information. We apply the idea to the 
classical backgammon which becomes as rich and 
interesting as chess. We then program it by using 
fuzzy logic and obtain the performance results of 
the game.. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

To solve a problem based on chance is harder and 

less guaranteed than perfect information form. For 

this reason, we constructed a model transforming 

the chance factor in the problem into perfect 

information. In the application we use the classical 

backgammon as a chance problem. At the end of 

this application, we obtain a new game which is 

called No Chance Backgammon (NC-

Backgammon). It is played without dice. 

Therefore, it does not involve a random luck; in 

contrast, it is based on tactics and strategies and 

thus becomes as rich and interesting as chess.  

Well-known classical backgammon is an 

ancient two-player game which is at least one 

thousand years older than the chess according to 

some estimates. Around the world, there are 

various types of classical backgammon. These 

games are luck and skill games played with two 

dice on a board. Each player has 30 checkers 

which move between 24 points according to the 

roll of two dice and the rules. The objective of the 

game is to be first to bear off, i.e., move all fifteen 

checkers off the board. We shall assume that the 

reader already knows the rules of the classical 

backgammon which can be found in [14]. 

 NC-Backgammon is not a difficult game to 

learn. Except for rolling dice, the board, checkers, 

rules are the same as the classical backgammon. 

                                                 
.
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That is, it is played completely the same as 

classical backgammon, except for the number 

pairs which are chosen by the player under certain 

rules. For practical application, the six numbers 

are written on the bar of the table of the classical 

backgammon and each player uses a different 

indicator to indicate his/her own chosen numbers 

as in Figure 1. Further details of the game can be 

found in the web side [16]. 

The idea of playing backgammon without dice 

was first introduced by Çağman [3] in 2002. He 

has made NC-Backgammon known to everyone in 

Turkey by writing to the some magazines [4-7]. 

Since 2003, Gaziosmanpasa University has been 

organizing a tournament of NC-Backgammon 

every year [16]. With this current work, the game 

is introduced to international players who would 

like to play backgammon without chance. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Opening position of the game.  

 

In this article, we analyze the game to present 

its characteristics. According to the combination 

of points, checkers and depth of differing numbers 

in NC-Backgammon, we investigate the state 

space of the game. In this simulation, we list 

statistical results of the game and show their 

graphical relations. By interpreting all the results, 

we produced a hand-crafted evaluation function. 

We use minimax with α-β pruning for NC-



Backgammon simulation. It is well known that the 

search tree decreased and the performance 

increased by means of α-β pruning. Although 

minimax has not received much attention in the 

artificial intelligence research, it seems to be the 

most suitable method for two-player perfect 

information game programs. Because of this 

reason, we guess that the minimax application 

works successfully for our game like chess and go. 

But we saw that the game strategy changes for 

NC-Backgammon continuously. Therefore the 

game simulation which has constant coefficient 

based evaluation function can not be successful. 

So it must be calculated coefficients of the value 

function by using all variables of the game. For 

that reason it must be used an artificial intelligent 

method such as Zadeh’s fuzzy logic [15]. The 

most popular of the fuzzy methods was first 

proposed by Mamdani [9]. Mamdani’s method is 

very convenient to our model because it has a 

simple structure of min and max operations.  

Like chess, the backgammon has been studied 

considerably by computer scientists. Berliner [2] 

focused on hand-crafted evaluation functions and 

strategies for tree search and heuristic tree 

pruning. Tesauro initially used human expert 

rankings of moves to train an evaluation function 

[12], and later used TD(λ) reinforcement learning 

[13] to allow a system to learn the evaluation 

function through self-play. Monte Carlo 

techniques have been studied rigorously in many 

applications outside of learning and games. 

Ballard [1] introduced the *-Minimax which is a 

generalization of Alpha-Beta search for minimax 

trees with chance nodes. Hauk at all [8] present 

the first performance results for Ballard's *-

Minimax algorithms applied to backgammon. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next 

section, we introduce a mathematical model of the 

NC-Backgammon. In Section 3, we present a state 

space analysis of the game. In Section 4, we give 

game algorithm. In Section 5, we use a fuzzy logic 

application for the game. In the final section, we 

conclude the paper by suggesting future research 

directions. 

 

2. Mathematical Model 
 

NC-Backgammon is a new form of existing 

classical backgammon. The board, checkers and 

rules of this game are the same as the classical 

backgammon. They are used as they are. The only 

exception is that number pairs are used instead of 

the dice. In order to play the game, we need pairs 

of numbers. Therefore, we give a model to 

construct the number pairs without rolling the dice 

or counters as follows. 

Let k∈)={0,1,2,…} be a turn number of the 

game, P={B,W} be set of players where B has 15 

black checkers and W has 15 white checkers, and  

D={1,2,3,4,5,6} be set of numbers written on the 

face of a dice. Assume that B has won the toss to 

play first, and then for each k-turn the player is 

obtained by using player function P)p →:  

which can be defined by 
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Each player kp  chooses a number Dxk ∈  for k-

turn by using choice function DP)c →×:  

which can be defined by 
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On k-turn, player kp  obtains a number pair to 

play the game by using movement functions 

DDP)m ×→×− }0{:  which can be defined by  
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Now, by using (Eq.1-3), the game can be 

played in turn as follows: 0-turn; first player B 

chooses a number ),0( Bc , but in this case no pair 

can define. 1-turn; other player W chooses another 

number ),1( Wc  in this case first pair 

)),1(),,0(( WcBc is obtained but no player play 

with. k-turn; ( 2≥k ), kp  chooses a number 

),( kpkc  and plays with )),(),,1(( 1 kk pkcpkc −−  

as if she/he rolls two dice.  This goes on until one 

of the players wins. 

In this procedure, nobody can get a double. 

Therefore we give an exception rule as, “only two 

times each player is permitted to choose 

1),( −= kk xpkc , 2≥k , for double ),( 11 −− kk xx  

during the game on any own turn”. 

It is clearly seen that choosing of the numbers 

does not involve random luck; it is based on 

tactics and strategy. The numbers depends on  the 

previous pair, next pair, both players’ possible 

moving and both players’ checkers positions on 

the board. To see further details of the game and  

to play the game can be looked at the web side 

[16]. 

 

3. State Space Analysis 
 

To start preparation of the program, we have to 

find whether the NC-Backgammon is Non 



Polynomial or not. Therefore, we should analyze 

search tree of the game which is shown in the 

Table 1. Although NC-Backgammon is normally 

played with 15 checkers and 24 points on the 

board, as they are seen in the Table 1, in order to 

determine NC-Backgammon’s characteristics we 

use different number of checkers and points.  

 

Table 1. Relations between points, checkers, state 

space and depths of the game without double 

number 
Points Checkers State Depth 

6 2 1596 2 

6 2 13435 3 

6 2 105133 4 

8 2 2661 2 

8 2 26080 3 

8 2 235654 4 

8 3 38391 3 

8 4 39142 3 

8 6 42768 3 

8 9 43168 3 

10 3 69145 3 

10 4 79081 3 

10 6 87695 3 

10 9 88430 3 

12 3 99830 3 

12 4 120626 3 

12 6 133448 3 

12 9 134413 3 

15 3 4801 2 

15 3 129589 3 

15 4 164043 3 

15 9 181867 3 

15 12 181867 3 

15 15 181867 3 

 

The depth value is important in this 

investigation. We show that dept values, points 

and checkers affect the count of nodes. Although 

points and checkers change nodes with regular 

gradient, the depth values change the count of 

nodes as exponential. For some fix points and 

checkers numbers, the size of state space changes 

by the relation 132 +d , d for depts. Figure 2 and 

Figure 3 indicate that NC-Backgammon is a non-

polynomial problem. Therefore, we never solve 

the game with linear methods. 

 

 
Figure 2. Relation of normalized state spaces and 

depths for 6 points 2 checkers. 

 

 
Figure 3. Relation of normalized state spaces and 

depths for 8 points 2 checkers. 

 

Relation between numbers of normalized state 

space and input and output which depend on given 

17 rules is shown in Figure 6 and 7 below. 

 

4. Game Algorithm 
 

In the game it is applied minimax method with 

alpha-beta pruning. As in many game programs, 

our simulation uses integer valued evaluation 

functions. For each resulting position, evaluation 

function f(P) is calculated and used for the best 

evaluation to track the score down to the root of 

the search tree. Heuristically we can consider 7 

conditions which affect the game. Depending on 

these conditions, it is shown in (Eq.4) balance 
function (B) which is the most important part of 

evaluation function prepared as experimental. 
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P and P* are number of players checkers, Z and Z*
 

are double number choosing right. V and V* are 

struck checkers number. Ti and Ti
* are checkers 

number between 1
st
 and 24

th
 points. Ki is 3 if 

checkers at the ith
 point is block, else Ki is 1. 

We saw that the game strategy changes during 

the game. So the game simulation can not be 

successful with an evaluation function based on 

constant coefficient. For this reason it must be 

designed a different system which calculates 

coefficients of the value function by using all 

variables of the game. In this case we are going to 

use the fuzzy logic.   

 

5. Fuzzy Application 
 

Mamdani [9] first proposed a fuzzy logic 

method which is the most popular of the direct 

methods. Mamdani’s direct method has a simple 

structure of min and max operations and is, 

therefore, very suitable to our model. 



One of the most important steps in the fuzzy 

based system preparing the fuzzy rules. For NC-

Backgammon we make 17 sample rules which are 

shown below. 

1. IF opponent average position is average OR 

player average position is average THE) 
inner board checkers value is high. 

2. IF opponent average position is average OR 

player average position is average THE) 
checker collection is unimportant. 

3. IF opponent average position is very high OR 

player average position is very high THE) 
checker collection is important. 

4. IF struck checker belongs to only player 

THE) hitting checker is unimportant. 

5. IF struck checker belongs to only opponent 

THE) hitting checker is unimportant. 

6. IF opponent average position is average OR 

player average position is average THE) 
choosing double number is bad. 

7. IF struck checker belongs to only player 
THE) block number increases. 

8. IF struck checker belongs to only opponent 
THE) block number increases. 

9. IF player block number is low A)D player 

average position is average THE) block 

number increases. 

10. IF player block number is average A)D 

player average position is average THE) 
block number increases. 

11. IF opponent block number is low A)D 

opponent average position is average THE) 
block number increases. 

12. IF opponent average position is average A)D 

player average position is average THE) 
block number increases. 

13. IF opponent average position is very high OR 

player average position is very high THE) 
depth is high. 

14. IF opponent average position is low OR 

player average position is low THE) depth is 

average. 

15. IF opponent average position is average OR 

player average position is average THE) 
depth is low. 

16. IF opponent average position is very high 

A)D player average position is very high 

A)D there is a right to choose double number 

for both players THE) choosing double 

number is good. 

17. IF opponent average position is low A)D 

player average position is low A)D there is a 

right to choose double number for both 

players THE) choosing double number is 

good. 

And then we must classification for input and 

output variables by using these rules. In the 

sample model we designed system by using 6 

input variables and 6 output variables. For one 

input and output variables, fuzzy sets are shown 

below. See [10] for other fuzzy classifications. 

 

 
Figure 4. One of the input variables 

 

 
Figure 5. One of the output variables 

 

Relation between input and output which 

depend on given 17 rules is shown in Figure 6 and 

7 below. 

 

 

Figure 6. Relation player-computer average checker 

position and double number right usability value 

 

 
Figure 7. Relation player-computer average checker 

position and depth for state space of the game 



6. Conclusion 
 

The main aim of this work was to introduce a 

model which transforms a chance game into perfect 

information. The idea applied to the classical 

backgammon which becomes as rich and 

interesting as chess. Exploring new backgammon 

may motivate further progress in game theory, and 

may also lead to more direct and immediate 

applications in real world problems. It may be 

expanded to apply to various fields. 

The classical backgammon is restricted to six 

numbers, but it is easy to see that NC-

Backgammon can be played with four or five or 

seven etc. numbers as the same way.  

For classical backgammon, neural networks 

work better than any other methods so far. As 

chess, for NC-Backgammon brute force searching, 

with complex pruning and other refinements, 

works better than neural networks. Tesauro [12] 

initially used human expert rankings of moves to 

train an evaluation function and then [13] he used 

self-teaching method instead of human experts.  

We have seen that the game strategy changes 

during the game. The game simulation can not be 

successful with evaluation function based constant 

coefficient. For this reason it has been designed a 

different system which calculates coefficients of 

the value function by using all variables of the 

game. In this case we used the fuzzy logic instead 

of artificial neural network. Because, it requires 

input data which getting from professional player. 

For the future works, by using data of the NC-

Backgammon tournaments, we are going to train 

our evaluation function. 
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